Dimethyl ether combustion catalyzed by supported Pd, Rh, and Pt clusters: Site requirements and reaction pathways
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Abstract

Clusters of Pt and Pd catalyze dimethyl ether (DME) combustion to CO₂ and H₂O at 400–600 K without detectable formation of byproducts. Rh clusters are less active and also form CO, HCHO, and CH₃OH in this temperature range. On Pd, isotopic and kinetic studies have shown that DME–O₂ reactions proceed via redox cycles limited by hydrogen abstraction from chemisorbed DME molecules without the involvement of methoxide intermediates in kinetically relevant steps, as shown previously on Pt clusters. Kinetic inhibition by H₂O is much stronger on Pd than on Pt clusters, apparently because of weaker binding of chemisorbed oxygen (O*) and hydroxyl (OH*) groups on Pd than on Pt. H₂O titrates vacancies (*) required to chemisorb DME molecules involved in kinetically relevant H-abstraction steps. DME combustion turnover rates (per exposed metal atom) on Pt, Pd, and Rh increased with increasing cluster size, but were not affected by the identity of the support (Al₂O₃, ZrO₂). These size effects reflect the stronger binding of O* and OH* on smaller clusters, which contain surface atoms with fewer neighbors and greater coordinative unsaturation. The higher reactivity of Pt compared with Pd and Rh also reflects the weaker binding of O* on Pt surfaces and the higher density of vacancies and of DME intermediates interacting with such vacancies. These trends resemble those reported for CH₄–O₂ on Pt and Pd clusters. They represent a general feature of reactions that require vacancies and the abstraction of H-atoms by basic oxygens on surfaces covered predominately by O* or OH* during catalysis. © 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Dimethyl ether (DME; CH₃OCH₃) can be produced from C₁ feedstocks by one-step processes and is emerging as a replacement for liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and diesel fuel in developing countries [1,2]. Several studies have described homogeneous DME pyrolysis and oxidation pathways that proceed via free-radical chain cycles [3–7]. These homogeneous reactions become detectable at 500–600 K and form predominantly CO, CH₄, HCHO, and HCOOH at these low temperatures, with CO₂ and H₂O forming exclusively above 1000 K [8]. Catalytic routes decrease the temperature required for complete oxidation [9,10] and minimize NOₓ and CO emissions ubiquitous in homogeneous reactions, making it possible to use DME as a clean fuel in power generation, food preparation, and space heating applications. Catalytic DME combustion on Pt clusters forms H₂O and CO₂ as the only detectable products at much lower temperatures (∼423 K) than homogeneous combustion (>1000 K); homogeneous pathways also form NOₓ at the higher temperatures required for complete combustion [8].

We have recently described the details of DME combustion pathways on supported Pt clusters [8]. DME combustion turnover rates are limited by C–H bond activation in chemisorbed DME, a step that forms methoxy methyl intermediates, on site pairs consisting of chemisorbed oxygen atoms (O*) with vicinal vacancy sites (*) present on surfaces nearly saturated with O* [8]. Catalytic routes decrease the temperature required for complete oxidation [9,10] and minimize NOₓ and CO emissions ubiquitous in homogeneous reactions, making it possible to use DME as a clean fuel in power generation, food preparation, and space heating applications. Catalytic DME combustion on Pt clusters forms H₂O and CO₂ as the only detectable products at much lower temperatures (∼423 K) than homogeneous combustion (>1000 K); homogeneous pathways also form NOₓ at the higher temperatures required for complete combustion [8].
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to form CH3OH, which reacts with O2 much faster than DME on Pt clusters [11].

The identity and size of metal clusters strongly influence the rates and selectivities of catalytic reactions [12–17]. Specifically, reactions of CH4 with H2O or CO2 on metal clusters, also limited by C–H bond activation steps, occur with the highest turnover rates on Pd [12], whereas the reactivity of other noble metals decreases in the sequence Pt > Ir > Rh [13]. In contrast, Pt shows higher reactivity than Pd for combustion of higher hydrocarbons [14–17].

Here we report DME combustion rates on Pd, Rh, and Pt clusters on γ-Al2O3 and ZrO2 supports with a range of metal dispersions (0.12–0.99) and cluster sizes (~1–10 nm). DME combustion turnover rates increased with increasing cluster size on all catalysts. For a given metal dispersion, the turnover rates were highest on Pt clusters and lowest on Rh clusters. We also extend our previous mechanistic studies on Pt to Pd clusters by providing kinetic and isotopic evidence for the involvement of (O*)–(*) site pairs in kinetically relevant steps involving the activation of C–H bonds in molecularly adsorbed DME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Metal dispersion</th>
<th>Crystallite diameter (nm)b</th>
<th>DME turnover ratec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.8 wt% Pt/Al2O3</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 wt% Pt/Al2O3</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 wt% Pt/Al2O3</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 wt% Pt/ZrO2</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 wt% Pt/ZrO2</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 wt% Pt/ZrO2</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4 wt% Pd/Al2O3</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 wt% Pd/Al2O3</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 wt% Pd/Al2O3</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 wt% Pd/ZrO2</td>
<td>Dry air 823 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 wt% Rh/Al2O3</td>
<td>Dry air 873 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 wt% Rh/Al2O3</td>
<td>Dry air 1023 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 wt% Rh/Al2O3</td>
<td>Dry air 1123 K, 5 h</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a 473 K, 2 kPa DME, 20 kPa O2, balance He.
bn Estimated from fractional metal dispersion assuming hemispherical clusters.
c moles DME/g atom surface metal s (1% DME conversion).

de 473 K, 2 kPa DME, 20 kPa O2, balance He.

d Estimated from fractional metal dispersion assuming hemispherical clusters.

e moles DME/g atom surface metal s (1% DME conversion).

2. Experimental

ZrO2 (34 m² g⁻¹), γ-Al2O3 (193 m² g⁻¹), and SiO2 (280 m² g⁻¹, diluent) were prepared as reported previously [8,18]. Metal clusters were deposited by incipient wetness impregnation of Al2O3 and ZrO2 with an aqueous solution of the respective precursor salts [H2PtCl6·6H2O (Aldrich, CAS 16941-12-1, 99%), Pd(NO3)2 (Aldrich; lot 380040, 99.999%), and (NH4)3RhCl6 (Alfa, CAS 10294-41-4, 99.999%). Impregnated supports for Pt and Pd samples were treated in ambient air at 393 K and then in flowing dry air (Praxair, 99.999%, 0.7 cm³ g⁻¹ s⁻¹) at 823 K (0.083 K s⁻¹) for 5 h. Pt samples were prepared as reported previously [8]. Supported Pd samples were then exposed to flowing H2 (Praxair, 99.999%, 0.8 cm³ g⁻¹ s⁻¹) at 773 K (0.083 K s⁻¹) for 1 h and finally to 1% O2/He (Praxair, 0.4 cm³ g⁻¹ s⁻¹) at ambient temperature for 1 h to passivate the samples before exposing them to ambient air and use in rate and chemisorption measurements. Some of these Pd samples were treated again in flowing H2 at 973 K for 2 h and passivated in 1% O2/He (Praxair, 0.4 cm³ g⁻¹ s⁻¹) before being exposed to ambient air, to vary Pd dispersion and cluster size. Rh samples were treated in flowing dry air (0.7 cm³ g⁻¹ s⁻¹) at 873 K for 5 h. Portions of the Rh/Al2O3 samples were then treated again in flowing dry air at the temperatures noted in Table 1, to vary their dispersion. These Rh samples were then exposed to flowing H2 (0.8 cm³ g⁻¹ s⁻¹) at 873 K for 2 h and to 1% O2/He (0.4 cm³ g⁻¹ s⁻¹) at ambient temperature for 1 h before being exposed to ambient air.

The Pt, Pd, and Rh contents were measured by inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES; Gallbraith Laboratories). Rh dispersions were measured from volumetric H2 chemisorption uptakes at 313 K using a Quantasorb chemisorption analyzer (Quantachrome Corp.). A H2 adsorption isotherm was measured at 3–50 kPa H2 after treatment in flowing H2 at 523 K for 1 h and then in dynamic vacuum at 523 K for 1 h. A back-sorption isotherm was then measured after evacuation at 313 K for 0.5 h. The two isotherms were extrapolated to zero H2 pressure, and their difference was used to determine Rh dispersion by assuming a 1:1 H:Rh stoichiometry. Pd dispersions were measured from volumetric O2 chemisorption uptake at 313 K after treatment in pure H2 at 673 K for 1 h and evacuation at 673 K for 1 h, assuming a 1:1 O:Pt surface stoichiometry. Pt dispersion was measured from volumetric uptakes of strongly chemisorbed H2 as described previously [8]. Average diameters were estimated for each sample from these dispersion values by assuming hemispherical clusters and bulk metal densities (Rh, 12.4 g cm⁻³; Pd, 11.3 g cm⁻³; Pt, 21.45 g cm⁻³ [19]). The metal dispersions and average cluster diameters are reported in Table 1.

DME combustion turnover rates were measured on samples (Rh, 8 mg; Pd, 5–100 mg; Pt, 5 mg catalyst) diluted with SiO2 within pellets to avoid temperature gradients. Reactant and product concentrations were measured by gas chromatography.
(Agilent 6890, with flame ionization and thermal conductivity detectors) using a methyl silicone capillary column (HP-1, 25 m × 0.32 mm × 1.05 µm) and a Porapak Q packed column (80–100 mesh, 144 cm, 3.2 mm).

Kinetic isotope effects (CH₃OCH₃–CD₃OCD₃, H₂O–D₂O) were measured on 0.9 wt% Pd/ZrO₂ (0.17 dispersion) catalysts using a gradientless recirculating batch reactor within which reactants and products were circulated over catalyst samples (60–100 mg; diluted with SiO₂, 5:1) at 1.7 cm³ s⁻¹ using a graphite gear micropump. Chemical and isotopic compositions were measured using a gas chromatograph (Agilent 6890) equipped with mass selective and flame ionization detectors.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dimethyl ether combustion rates on supported Pd clusters

Pd, Rh, and Pt metal clusters chemisorb O₂ dissociatively at ambient temperature [8,20–22]. Pd clusters have been shown to be present as metals by X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) during DME combustion at 473 K [8]. These conclusions are consistent with the reported bulk oxidation of Pt clusters to PtO₂ in O₂ at only above ~750 K, because the formation of superficial oxide protects the bulk metal from further oxidation [8,23–25]. But Pd and Rh clusters easily form their respective bulk oxides at the temperature (473 K) used here for DME catalytic combustion in the presence of O₂ [20–22]. In contrast, the reductant provided by the co-reactant decreases oxygen chemical potentials at surfaces and typically prevents the formation of bulk oxides. Surface-enhanced Raman spectra during methanol oxidation on Pd and Rh ultrathin films (about three to five monolayers) on gold substrates [26–28] at conditions similar to those used here for DME catalytic combustion (<573 K, 3 kPa CH₃OH, 80 kPa O₂) have shown that the bulk of those thin films remains metallic during catalysis. Therefore, we assume that Pd and Rh clusters also remained metallic during DME oxidation.

Fig. 1 shows DME turnover rates as a function of residence time at 473 K on 0.9 wt% Pd/ZrO₂ (0.17 dispersion) catalysts with different intrapellet dilution ratios at pellet diameters ranging from 250 to 450 µm. Intrapellet dilution ratios (2:1–6:1) did not influence DME combustion rates, indicating that measured rates were not corrupted by intrpellet temperature or concentration gradients, ubiquitous in combustion catalysis. Much larger dilution ratios (50:1) were required for Pt-based catalysts, because of their higher reactivity in DME combustion reactions [8]. On Pt catalysts, the inhibition of combustion rates by H₂O was rigorously excluded from the reported turnover rates by interpolating average partial pressure of reactants and products using kinetic rate expressions obtained when OH* species are the most abundant surface intermediates.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CH}_3\text{OCH}_3 + & \xrightarrow{k_1} \text{CH}_3\text{OCH}_3* \\
\text{CH}_3\text{OCH}_3* + & \xrightarrow{k_2} \text{CH}_3\text{OCH}_3* + \text{OH}*
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
2\text{OH}* & \xrightarrow{k_3} \text{H}_2\text{O}^* + \text{O}*
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CO}_2* & \xrightarrow{k_4} \text{CO}_2 + *
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{O}_2 + 2* & \xrightarrow{k_5} 20*
\end{align*}
\]

Scheme 1. Reaction pathways for DME combustion on supported Pt and Pd clusters.

The effects of DME, O₂, and H₂O concentrations on DME turnover rates on Pd clusters are described by a rate equation (Eq. (4)) derived from the sequence of elementary steps shown in Scheme 1, with the assumptions that (OH*) species are the most abundant surface intermediates (MASI) and that their coverage is determined by quasi-equilibrated hydroxyl recombination steps. The dashed line in Fig. 1 reflects the effects of residence time on DME conversion predicted by this model as a result of the concurrent changes in the prevailing H₂O concentration with increasing DME conversion.

The kinetic response of DME combustion rates to DME and O₂ partial pressures was measured at 473 K on Pd/ZrO₂ (0.9 wt%, 0.17 dispersion) with added H₂O (5 kPa), so as to remove uncertainties introduced by water concentration gradients that otherwise would prevail along the catalyst bed. Fig. 2 shows the effects of DME and O₂ pressures on combustion turnover rates measured at low DME conversions (<1.5%) and constant flow rates (330 cm³ g⁻¹ s⁻¹). For comparison, the figure also shows the kinetic response of DME combustion rates for 1.0 wt% Pt/ZrO₂ (0.42 dispersion). On both catalysts, DME turnover rates were proportional to DME concentrations and nearly independent of O₂ pressures, but this was the case for Pt-
Fig. 2. Effects of DME (a) and O\textsubscript{2} (b) partial pressures on DME combustion turnover rates on 0.9 wt% Pd/ZrO\textsubscript{2} (○, 60 mg, 0.17 dispersion, 250–450 µm, 6:1 dilution with SiO\textsubscript{2}) and 1.0 wt%. Pt/ZrO\textsubscript{2} (■, 5 mg, 0.42 dispersion, 250–450 µm, 50:1 dilution with SiO\textsubscript{2}) with added H\textsubscript{2}O (5 kPa) at 473 K. (20 kPa O\textsubscript{2} in (a) and 2 kPa DME in (b.).

Fig. 3. Effect of H\textsubscript{2}O partial pressures on DME combustion turnover rates on 0.9 wt% Pd/ZrO\textsubscript{2} at 473 K. (60 mg, 0.17 dispersion, 250–450 µm, 6:1, total flow rate 330 cm\textsuperscript{3} g\textsuperscript{-1} s\textsuperscript{-1}, 20 kPa DME, 20 kPa O\textsubscript{2}, dashed curve: a regression of the data to the 1/H\textsubscript{2}O.)

Based catalysts only when H\textsubscript{2}O was present at significant concentrations due to its presence in the DME–O\textsubscript{2} reactant stream.

DME turnover rates decreased with increasing H\textsubscript{2}O pressure on 0.9 wt% Pd/ZrO\textsubscript{2} (Fig. 3). A negative kinetic order in H\textsubscript{2}O (\(\approx -0.8 \pm 0.2\)) was found by regressing the data (dashed curve) in Fig. 3 to a simple, albeit nonrigorous, power law kinetic equation. The dashed curves in Figs. 2 and 3 show that DME combustion turnover rates on Pd catalysts can be described accurately by

\[
r = k(DME)^1(O_2)^0(H_2O)^{-1}.
\]  

This kinetic response to changes in DME, O\textsubscript{2}, and H\textsubscript{2}O concentrations was similar to that found for CH\textsubscript{4} combustion rates ([(CH\textsubscript{4})\textsuperscript{1}, [O\textsubscript{2}]\textsuperscript{0}, and [H\textsubscript{2}O]\textsuperscript{-1}) on supported Pd clusters [22], suggesting a possible mechanistic resemblance in the combustion of these two reactants. In what follows, we describe a set of elementary steps consistent with this kinetic response.

### 3.2. Elementary steps involved in DME combustion reactions on Pd

The kinetic response of the DME combustion rate on Pd/ZrO\textsubscript{2} to DME and O\textsubscript{2} pressures was similar to that measured on Pt/ZrO\textsubscript{2} with H\textsubscript{2}O present. These similarities suggest a mechanistic resemblance, but also a much stronger H\textsubscript{2}O inhibition effect on Pd than on Pt clusters. The elementary steps are similar to those previously proposed for Pt-based catalysts (Scheme 1, [8]) consist of a catalytic sequence in which oxygen atoms in DME interact with vacancies on Pd surfaces (*), then abstract H atoms from chemisorbed DME molecules in kinetically relevant steps without any intervening DME dissociation steps that would form methoxide species (step 1.2); these hydrogen abstraction steps are consistent with isotopic measurements and with density functional theory calculations on Pt catalysts [8]. The quasi-equilibrated desorption of OH\textsuperscript{*} species from surfaces of Pd clusters to form water (step 1.3) and of chemisorbed CO\textsubscript{2} (step 1.4) then complete a catalytic cycle by forming vacancies (*). In turn, the reversible dissociation and strong binding of water molecules as OH\textsuperscript{*} cause the strong kinetic inhibition observed.

A pseudo-steady-state treatment of the sequence in Scheme 1 leads to the rate equation (2). The terms in the denominator reflect the relative concentrations of the various adsorbed species (*, O\textsuperscript{*}, adsorbed DME (DME\textsuperscript{*}), OH\textsuperscript{*}, and CO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{*}); derivation details have been given previously [8]. When O\textsuperscript{*} species are the most abundant surface intermediates, this equation becomes

\[
r = \frac{4.5(K_1k_2[DME])^2}{k_5[O_2]}.
\]

as found on Pt catalysts at low H\textsubscript{2}O concentrations [8]. On the Pd catalysts, the turnover rates did not obey this kinetic dependence, even without added H\textsubscript{2}O or at low DME conversions (<5%). The observed inhibition effects of water led us to consider OH\textsuperscript{*} species as MASI, which led instead to a simplified version of Eq. (2),

\[
r = \frac{K_1k_2K_3[DME]}{[H\textsubscript{2}O]}.
\]

Equation 2.
This equation accurately describes measured DME combustion rates ($r \sim [\text{DME}]^2[\text{O}_2]^0; [\text{H}_2\text{O}]^{-1}$) (Figs. 2 and 3; Eq. (1)). The DME turnover rates on Pt catalysts also exhibited this kinetic dependence when H$_2$O was added to DME–O$_2$ reactants (Fig. 2). Thus, we conclude that OH* species were indeed the abstraction steps (e.g., step 1.2, 3). Measured rates were higher for CH$_3$OCH$_3$–H$_2$O–O$_2$ reactants (4.2 at 473 K and 3.2 at 503 K). We have considered two possible kinetically relevant steps, involving hydrogen abstraction from either undissociated adsorbed DME or from methoxides formed in irreversible activation of C–O bonds in adsorbed DME. These mechanistic choices were dictated by the lack of isotopic scrambling in isotopic mixtures of $^{18}\text{O}_2$–$^{16}\text{O}_2$ or $^{12}\text{CH}_3\text{O}^{12}\text{CH}_3$–$^{13}\text{CH}_3\text{O}^{13}\text{CH}_3$ reactants [8]. However, the measured KIE values and the kinetic response of DME combustion rates on DME and O$_2$ pressures are inconsistent with C–H activation in chemisorbed methoxides formed via irreversible DME dissociation on Pt surfaces [8]. Density functional theory estimates of the relative reactivity of C–H and C–O bonds in DME also have shown that C–H bond activation in chemisorbed DME molecules is much more favorable than the cleavage of its C–O bond to form chemisorbed methoxide species [8]. In the case of Pd, we again considered the possible formation and involvement of methoxide intermediates. A sequence of elementary steps involving irreversible DME dissociation (k$_{\text{diss}}$) and an H abstraction step from the resulting methoxides (k$_{\text{H-abst}}$) is provided as an alternate step to H abstraction from molecularly adsorbed DME (step 1.2 in Scheme 1). These alternate steps give a simple rate equation for the case of OH* as MASI:

$$r = \frac{2K_1K_3k_{\text{diss}}[\text{DME}]}{[\text{H}_2\text{O}]}.$$  

(6)

The details of the derivation are given in Appendix A. This equation is also consistent with the kinetic data presented in Fig. 2 (Eq. (1)). We have found no other sequences or reversibility or MASI assumptions consistent with the measured rate data. But Eq. (6) does not contain rate constants for elementary steps involving C–H bond activation (k$_{\text{H-abst}}$), and it predicts weak thermodynamic isotope effects for DME chemisorption and OH* recombination (step 1.1, K$_1$; step 1.3, K$_3$) and for the kinetic parameter for irreversible DME dissociation (k$_{\text{diss}}$). These predictions are inconsistent with measured KIE values and rule out the involvement of chemisorbed methoxides as kinetically relevant intermediates in catalytic combustion of DME. Methoxide intermediates formed during CH$_3$OH oxidation on Pd clusters (42% dispersion) convert to CO$_2$ (~67% yield) at much lower temperatures (340 K) than those used in the present study for DME combustion [29]; therefore, any

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Kinetic isotope effect ($r_H/r_D$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH$_3$OCH$_3$ + (H$_2$O vs D$_2$O)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD$_3$OCD$_3$ + (H$_2$O vs D$_2$O)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH$_3$OCH$_3$ vs CD$_3$OCD$_3$) + H$_2$O</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH$_3$OCH$_3$ vs CD$_3$OCD$_3$) + D$_2$O</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CH$_3$OCH$_3$ + H$_2$O vs CD$_3$OCD$_3$ + D$_2$O)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table lists the kinetic isotope effects observed for different reactions involving DME and water or deuterium. The effects are reported at 473 K and 503 K, with values ranging from 1.0 to 3.8. The table indicates that the addition of water or deuterium affects the rate of DME combustion, with higher rates observed for reactions involving water compared to deuterium. The data suggest that water is more effective in promoting the reaction than deuterium, consistent with the observed kinetic isotope effects.
methoxide groups formed after the first H-abstraction from molecularly adsorbed DME also would be immediately and irreversibly converted to CO₂ at 473 K with no intervening exchange reactions.

We conclude that measured kinetic isotope effects reported here on Pd catalysts also reflect, as in the case of Pt [8], combustion rates limited by H abstraction from methyl groups in molecularly adsorbed DME.

### 3.4. Effects of cluster size and metal identity on DME combustion turnover rates

Fig. 4 shows the effects of cluster size on DME combustion turnover rates on supported Pt, Rh, and Pd clusters. These crystal lattice size effects were previously described for Pt-based catalysts [8] and are reported here on Pd and Rh clusters [26–28] for the first time. Turnover rates shown in Fig. 4 were measured at the same low DME conversion levels (1%), to maintain similar average H₂O pressures on all catalyst beds without adding H₂O to DME–O₂ reactants. Rates on Pt were obtained by interpolating reactant and product average concentrations using Eq. (3) (O*: MASI), because kinetic dependences on Pt-based catalysts are consistent with those in Eq. (3) for conversions below ~20% [8]. Rates on Pd were obtained by interpolating reactant and product average concentrations using Eq. (4), due to the kinetic inhibition prevalent at all DME conversions. Supported Rh clusters gave the lowest DME combustion turnover rates among these catalysts and formed trace amounts of CO and CH₃OH together with CO₂ and H₂O at these temperatures. On Rh, reaction rates in Fig. 4 were also interpolated using Eq. (4).

Two supports (Al₂O₃ and ZrO₂) were used to disperse Pt and Pd clusters. No support effects on turnover rates were detected for clusters with 0.2–0.9 dispersion. On Pt, Pd, and Rh clusters, DME turnover rates increased with increasing cluster size. Larger clusters expose low-index surfaces, whereas smaller metal clusters expose atoms with higher coordinative unsaturation, which are known to bind oxygen more strongly [30]. Smaller Pd and Rh clusters also reduce at higher temperatures and bind oxygen as metals more strongly than larger clusters in their metallic state [31–33], consistent with their greater affinity for oxygen atoms. Higher oxygen binding energies on small clusters make (O*)–(*) site pairs less favorable and thus decrease their density as well as that of chemisorbed DME intermediates involved in kinetically relevant H abstraction steps. They also decrease the basicity of the oxygen atoms relevant to H abstraction from adsorbed DME. These trends are consistent with the conclusion that DME combustion on Rh clusters proceeds via the elementary steps similar to those known to occur on Pt and Pd clusters (Scheme 1).

For a given cluster size, the identity of the metal influences surface reactivity and thus DME turnover rates. DME combustion involves redox cycles and vacancies on oxygen-covered Pt and Pd clusters (and on Rh clusters by inference from the similar cluster size effects but without direct mechanistic evidence). This leads to the observed zero-order dependence on O₂, the inhibition by water, and also the higher intrinsic reactivity of Pt, which has a lower intrinsic oxygen binding energy than Pd or Rh surfaces; for example, metal–oxygen bond energies calculated using density functional theory on (111) metal surfaces with 0.11 O* coverages increase in the sequence Rh (469 kJ mol⁻¹) > Pd (382 kJ mol⁻¹) > Pt (354 kJ mol⁻¹) [34].

The DME combustion rates shown in Fig. 4 reflect combinations of rate constants that differ between Pt [4k₁k²K₃; Eq. (3)] and Pd or Rh [k₁k₂K₃; Eq. (4)]. DME turnover rates on Pt clusters (0.42 dispersion: 2.7 nm) were ~4 times higher than those on Pd clusters (0.17 dispersion: 6.5 nm) (Fig. 4). We note that combustion rates on Pt clusters at these conditions reflect the values of the same combination of rate and equilibrium constants [34].

Two supports (Al₂O₃ and ZrO₂) were used to disperse Pt and Pd clusters. No support effects on turnover rates were detected for clusters with 0.2–0.9 dispersion. On Pt, Pd, and Rh clusters, DME turnover rates increased with increasing cluster size. Larger clusters expose low-index surfaces, whereas smaller metal clusters expose atoms with higher coordinative unsaturation, which are known to bind oxygen more strongly [30]. Smaller Pd and Rh clusters also reduce at higher temperatures and bind oxygen as metals more strongly than larger clusters in their metallic state [31–33], consistent with their greater affinity for oxygen atoms. Higher oxygen binding energies on small clusters make (O*)–(*) site pairs less favorable and thus decrease their density as well as that of chemisorbed DME intermediates involved in kinetically relevant H abstraction steps. They also decrease the basicity of the oxygen atoms relevant to H abstraction from adsorbed DME. These trends are consistent with the conclusion that DME combustion on Rh clusters proceeds via the elementary steps similar to those known to occur on Pt and Pd clusters (Scheme 1).

For a given cluster size, the identity of the metal influences surface reactivity and thus DME turnover rates. DME combustion involves redox cycles and vacancies on oxygen-covered Pt and Pd clusters (and on Rh clusters by inference from the similar cluster size effects but without direct mechanistic evidence). This leads to the observed zero-order dependence on O₂, the inhibition by water, and also the higher intrinsic reactivity of Pt, which has a lower intrinsic oxygen binding energy than Pd or Rh surfaces; for example, metal–oxygen bond energies calculated using density functional theory on (111) metal surfaces with 0.11 O* coverages increase in the sequence Rh (469 kJ mol⁻¹) > Pd (382 kJ mol⁻¹) > Pt (354 kJ mol⁻¹) [34].

The DME combustion rates shown in Fig. 4 reflect combinations of rate constants that differ between Pt [4k₁k²K₃; Eq. (3)] and Pd or Rh [k₁k₂K₃; Eq. (4)]. DME turnover rates on Pt clusters (0.42 dispersion: 2.7 nm) were ~4 times higher than those on Pd clusters (0.17 dispersion: 6.5 nm) (Fig. 4). We note that combustion rates on Pt clusters at these conditions reflect the values of the same combination of rate and equilibrium constants [34].

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>( K_1 k_2 K_3 ) (^a) (mol/g atom surface metal s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0 wt% Pt/ZrO₂ (0.42 dispersion)</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 wt% Pd/ZrO₂ (0.17 dispersion)</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

\(^a\) Rate constants calculated by using Eq. (4) and measured DME turnover rates (Fig. 2a).

Fig. 4. DME combustion turnover rates as a function of metal dispersion on ZrO₂ and Al₂O₃ supports. (473 K, 2 kPa DME, 20 kPa O₂, 1% DME conversion, 5 mg Pt and Pd catalysts, 8 mg Rh catalyst. SiO₂: catalyst = 50:1; (○) 0.9 wt% Pt/Al₂O₃, (△) 1.0 wt% Pt/ZrO₂, (□) 0.4 wt% Pd/Al₂O₃, (□) 0.7 wt% Pd/Al₂O₃, (■) 0.9 wt% Pd/ZrO₂, (●) 0.9 wt% Rh/Al₂O₃.)

Table 3: Effective rate constants for DME combustion reaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalyst</th>
<th>( K_1 k_2 K_3 ) (^a) (mol/g atom surface metal s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0 wt% Pt/ZrO₂ (0.42 dispersion)</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9 wt% Pd/ZrO₂ (0.17 dispersion)</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Rate constants calculated by using Eq. (4) and measured DME turnover rates (Fig. 2a).
atoms and hydroxyl groups on Pt clusters than on Pd, which in turn led to increases in the reactivity of O* for H abstraction (Scheme 1, step 1.2; $k_2$) and the availability of uncovered metal atoms (*) required for DME adsorption (Scheme 1, step 1.1; $K_1$ and step 1.3; $K_2$). Rate differences evident from the less-rigorous rate comparisons in Fig. 4 are much smaller (~4-fold higher for Pt than for Pd). These latter comparisons cannot be rigorously interpreted in terms of the properties of each metal, because they reflect different combinations of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters on Pt ($4.5K_1^2k_2^2k_5^{-1}$) and on Pd ($K_1k_2K_3$).

We conclude that the effects of crystallite size, as well as those of metal identity, reflect the availability of (O*)–(*) site pairs during steady-state DME oxidation. This conclusion is consistent with the mechanistic proposal in Scheme 1 and with the measured kinetic dependences and isotope effects on supported Pt and Pd clusters. The kinetic response on Pd and Pt clusters (with H2O in the latter case), and the effect of cluster size for DME combustion reaction resemble those reported for CH4 combustion on Pd and Pt clusters [22,35]. Based on these observations and evidence, we conclude that these effects of size and metal identity and the rate equation measured for DME combustion rates represent general features of reactions requiring vacancies to stabilize intermediates on surfaces covered predominately by OH* or OH* during catalysis and the involvement of basic oxygens in the activation of strong C–H bonds in kinetically relevant steps.

4. Conclusion

Kinetic and isotopic measurements provide a consistent mechanistic picture of DME combustion turnovers on Pd metal clusters. This reaction involves DME activation on site pairs consisting of an oxygen atom (O*) and a surface vacancy site (*), as also reported previously for Pt clusters. Reaction rates are limited by C–H bond activation in chemisorbed DME molecules to form methoxy methyl and hydroxyl surface intermediates on surfaces covered predominately by hydroxyl groups. The kinetic relevance of C–H bond activation on Pd clusters was confirmed by H/D kinetic isotope effect measurements. The rate equation derived from the proposed sequence of elementary steps is consistent with the kinetic response of DME turnover rates on Pd clusters to DME, O2, and H2O concentrations. The rate equation on Pd clusters resembled that on Pt clusters when H2O was added in the latter case, and both surfaces were covered predominately by H2O-derived OH groups. These similar kinetic responses suggest a mechanistic resemblance, but with stronger H2O inhibition effects in the case of Pd clusters. The addition of H2O was required to cover Pt surfaces with OH*, whereas H2O products (even at low DME conversions) led to near-saturation of Pd surfaces with OH* under all reaction conditions. DME turnover rates increased with increasing crystallite size in the order Pt > Pd > Rh for a given cluster size. These effects of crystallite size and metal identity reflect the availability of (O*)–(*) site pairs required for kinetically relevant H abstraction steps from DME adsorbates during steady-state DME combustion turnovers.
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Appendix A. Derivation of the kinetic equations described in Section 3.3 (Assumption: methoxide formation)

The pseudo-steady-state approximation is used to solve for [CH3O*] and [O*],

$$\frac{d[CH_3O^*]}{dr} = 2k_{diss}[CH_3OCH_3-][O^*] - k_{H-abst}[CH_3O^*][O^*] = 0$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

and

$$\frac{d[O^*]}{dr} = 2k_5[O_2][O^*]^2 - 4k_{H-abst}[CH_3O*][O^*] - k_{diss}[CH_3OCH_3-][O^*].$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

[CH3OCH3-] and [CO2+] are solved using quasi-equilibrium approximations in terms of (*),

$$[CH_3OCH_3-] = K_1[CH_3OCH_3][+]$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

and

$$[CO_2^+] = \frac{[CO_2][*]}{K_4}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

Therefore, Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) become

$$[CH_3O^*] = \frac{2k_{diss}[CH_3OCH_3-]}{k_{H-abst}^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

and

$$[O^*] = \frac{k_5[O_2][*]}{4.5K_1k_{diss}[CH_3OCH_3]}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.6)

The concentration of [OH*] is solved using quasi-equilibrium approximations in terms of (*), after which it becomes

$$[OH^*] = \left( \frac{k_5[H_2O][O_2]}{4.5K_1K_3k_{diss}[CH_3OCH_3]} \right) \times [*].$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.7)

where $C_i$ is the sum of the concentration of the species on PdOx surface,

$$C_i = [*] + [O^*] + [CH_3OCH_3-] + [CH_3O^*] + [OH^*] + [CO_2^+]$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.8)

The rate of DME combustion is

$$r = k_{H-abst}[CH_3O^*][O^*].$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.9)
which, after substitution, becomes Eq. (A.10). When OH⁺ becomes MASI, Eq. (A.10) becomes Eq. (6):

$$r = \frac{2k_d[O_2]}{4.5 \left(1 + \frac{k_d[O_2]}{4.5k_d[CH_3OCH_3]}\right) + K_d[CH_3OCH_3] + \frac{2k_d[CH_3OCH_3]}{\frac{h_{\text{abs}}}{k_d[CH_3OCH_3]} + \frac{k_d[H_2O][O_2]}{4.5k_d[CH_3OCH_3]} + \frac{[CO_2]}{K_d}}}.$$

Equation A.10.
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